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The SOCOM762-Ti enhances Surefire’s exceptional titanium suppressor 
line by providing the ultimate lightweight suppressor for 7.62 mm bolt-
action rifles. 

Constructed of lightweight titanium, the SOCOM762-Ti weighs just 11 
ounces, minimizing impact on weapon handling characteristics while 
adhering to our no-compromise strength and durability standards. It is 
expertly designed and engineered to meet and exceed military sniper rifle 
suppressor specifications, making it an excellent suppressor choice for the 
7.62 mm round.

The SOCOM762-Ti’s robust internal design is the same that SureFire 
engineered to win the most rigorous and demanding suppressor trials in 
United States Special Operations Command history. Our innovative venting 
technology evenly distributes thermodynamic gases, greatly reducing 
pressure impulse effects on the projectile as it clears the muzzle. And 
because it bears the SOCOM name, you can be sure that the SOCOM762- 
Ti delivers tremendous reductions in sound, flash and dust signature; first-
round flash is virtually undetectable. 

Precision manufacturing tolerances, strict attention to bore concentricity 
and suppressor alignment result in a suppressor that minimizes group 
size and point-of-impact shift compared to an unsuppressed weapon. 
And our patented Fast-Attach® mounting system provides fast, tool-less 
installation and removal. 

Built for consistent performance and a long service life, every SureFire 
suppressor is proudly designed, engineered and manufactured in the U.S.A.

7.62 MM PRECISION MACHINED

PART# / UPC 

SUREFIRE FAST-ATTACH® SOUND SUPPRESSOR

FAST-ATTACH®

SOCOM762-ti

SOCOM762-Ti

BODY COLORS

CALIBER 7.62 mm (.308 caliber)
CONSTRUCTION Titanium Alloy

COATING DLC and Cerakote™ Finish

DIAMETER 1.5 in (3.8 cm)

LENGTH 7.9 in (20.1 cm)

ADDED TO WEAPON* 5.4 in (13.7 cm)

WEIGHT 11.0 oz (312 g)

 *Actual length may vary, depending on which SureFire adapter is used
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SOCOM762-Ti-BK 084871329699

SOCOM762-Ti-DE 084871329705

Shown:
SOCOM762-Ti on AI-RIFLE
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FEATURES

¼ The ultimate titanium suppressor for 7.62 mm bolt-action rifles, the 
SOCOM762-Ti combines minimal weight with maximum durability 

¼ Lightweight titanium alloy construction allows for minimal impact on 
weapon-handling characteristics 

¼ The SOCOM762-Ti’s front plate, baffles and locking ring are machined  
from titanium for increased weight reduction

¼ Tremendous sound, flash and dust signature reduction; 
virtually non-existent first-round flash reduces user detection

 ¼ Patented, tool-less Fast-Attach design allows quick, 
easy attachment and removal 

¼ Innovative mounting adapters feature multiple bearing surfaces 
for tight mating with suppressor and a precise fit 

¼ Tight tolerances and precision bore concentricity result in 
superior accuracy 

¼ Durable construction delivers long service life 

¼ Proudly designed, engineered and manufactured in the U.S.A.
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PACKAGING SPECS

FEATURED ACCESSORIES

KIT CONTENTS

TYPE 4C corrugated box

HEIGHT 3.5 in (8.9 cm)

WIDTH 12.5 in (31.75 cm)

DEPTH 3.5 in (8.9 cm)
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3-PRONG FLASH HIDERS
SF3P-762-1/2-28

SF3P-762-5/8-24

SF3P-762-M14x1 LH

SF3P-762-M14

SF3P-762-M24x1.5

SF3P-762-FAL

SF3P-762-M15X1

SF3P-762-SR25

MUZZLE BRAKES
SFMB-762-SR25

SFMB-762-M18x1.5

SFMB-762-M18x1

SFMB-762-5/8-24

WARCOMP
WARCOMP-762-5/8-24

WARCOMP-762-AK47

WARCOMP-762-M15X1

SUPPRESSOR POUCH & CLEANING BRUSH
Every SureFire SOCOM Series suppressor comes with a FirstSpear™ 

MOLLE pouch and cleaning brush.


